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Multi-megawatt electric machines are used in various industries, such as mining, petro-

chemical and marine. Some future scenarios assume an important role of high-speed 

machine in high-power heat pump applications. Aforementioned applications demand high 

power density and high reliability with minimal use of materials, low volume and high 

efficiency. Even though multi-megawatt high-speed electric machines have been used for a 

certain time already, their characteristics, designs, advantages and disadvantages can be 

still further studied and compared to distinguish their most suitable applicability in certain 

applications. 

 

In this thesis high-speed multi-megawatt electrical machines will be reviewed considering 

the following most common types of electric machines; Permanent Magnet (PM), 

Induction Machine (IM) and Synchronous Reluctance Machine (SynRM) and their design 

variables. This thesis includes basics of electric machines, alternating current (AC) and 

direct current (DC) machines and their speed control, comparison of PM, IM and SynRM 

machines and finally a conclusion of the comparison. On the basis of this comparison the 

following machine characteristics are considered: power rating of two mega-watts (2 MW) 

and speed of 15,000 revolution per minute (rpm).   
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Monen megawatin sähkökoneita käytetään useilla teollisuudenaloilla, jotka vaativat suurta 

tehoa ja korkeaa luotettavuutta. Samalla tavoitteena on alhainen materiaalien määrä, pieni 

tilavuus ja suuri hyötysuhde. Tulevaisuuden skenaarioissa oletetaan, että suurnopeus 

sähkökoneilla on tärkeä rooli suuritehoisissa lämpöpumppusovelluksissa. Vaikka usean 

megawatin sähkökoneita käytetään yleisesti, niiden ominaisuuksia, rakenteita, etuja ja 

haittoja ei aina tunneta perusteellisesti. 

 

Tässä opinnäytetyössä tarkastellaan usean megawatin suurnopeus sähkökoneita. 

Tarkastelun painopiste on seuraavissa yleisimmissä moottorityypeissä; 

Kestomagneettimoottori (PM), induktiomoottori (IM) ja synkronireluktanssimoottori 

(SynRM). Tämä opinnäytetyö sisältää perusteet sähkömoottoreista, vaihtovirta- (AC) ja 

tasavirta (DC) moottoreista sekä niiden nopeudensäädöstä. PM-, IM- ja SynRM-koneiden 



vertailusta ja lopuksi vertailun johtopäätöksen. Tämän vertailun perustana käytämme 

kahden megawatin (MW) tehoa ja nopeutta 15 000 kierrosta minuutissa (rpm). 

  



SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Symbols 

e  instantaneous induced voltage  [V] 

F  force     [N] 

t  time    [s] 

E electric field    [V/m] 

v velocity    [m/s] 

B flux density    [T] 

Φ magnetic flux   [Wb] 

 

Abbreviations 

EM Electrical Machine 

HCPM High-Coercivity Permanent Magnets 

NdFeB Neodymium Iron Boron magnet 

SmCo Samarium-Cobalt magnet 

PM Permanent Magnet 

IM Induction Machine 

SynRM Synchronous Reluctance Machines 

AC Alternating Current 

DC Direct Current 

VFD Variable Frequency Drive (Converter) 

q-axis quadrature axis 

d-axis direct axis 

LSPM Line-Start Permanent Magnet 



SM Synchronous Electric Machine 

PMaSynRM Permanent Magnet assisted Synchronous Reluctance 

CEMF Counter-Electromotive Force 

HTS High Temperature Superconduct 

ALA Axially Laminated Anisotropy 

ASSR Axially-Slitted Solid Rotor 

FC Frequency Converter 

TLA Transversally Laminated
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1. Introduction 

This thesis focuses on comparing high-speed electrical machines (EM) types above 15,000 

revolution per minute (RPM) and over two megawatts (2 MW) power. Each of the machine 

types has a number of advantages and disadvantages when compared to each other, and the 

most relevant of these are the major topic of this review. One characterization of the most 

efficient electrical machine designs is that they achieve the greatest possible power with 

minimal energy loss (Ismagilov et al., 2018). Efficiency is hugely important in the design of 

electrical machines, and various designs can be compared on the basis of loss calculations 

for each in order to obtain relative efficiency.  

Exemplary designs enable for resource consumption reductions without a reduction in work 

capacity, and in certain cases, even an increase in work capacity. Different applications of 

electrical machines can entail that some designs are more appropriate than others. For 

example, axial-flux electrical machines that feature high-coercivity permanent magnets 

(HCPM) may be advantageous for space and rocket power-supply applications because of 

their relatively small axial footprint (Ismagilov et al., 2018). HCPM that is made out of either 

Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeb) or Samarium-Cobalt (SmCo) alloys allows for applications 

that benefit from increased damping and associated energy characteristics, like the aim to 

lower losses of bearing and to increase efficiency, these type of applications include the 

aviation and space technology. (Ismagilov et al., 2018). 

A high-speed mechanical energy source is required to use high-speed EMs as generators. 

Different turbines can directly rotate a high-speed generator. There are many pump and 

compressor applications that require high speed operation and therefore there is a need also 

for high-speed EMs as motors (Ismagilov et al., 2018). These types of EMs have been 

recently utilized in industrial environment by applying high supply frequency. These kinds 

of applications include generators, micro turbines and power plants (Ismagilov et al., 2018). 

High-speed EMs have a number of characteristics and arrangements, including the use of a 

rotor that is supported by two air bearings, with a third being positioned amongst the turbine 

wheels and a compressor (Ismagilov et al., 2018). In some applications, high-speed EMs 

have introduced benefits including increased efficiency and maximum functioning 

temperature. (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). The EM maximum functioning temperature has a 
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large impact on the losses in many EM active elements. Heating electrical steel reduces its 

specific losses, raising the temperature of the rotor and the temperature of the winding raises 

resistance. As a result, the EM efficiency is temperature sensitive. It appears plausible to 

assess the dependence of the EM efficiency on temperature (Ismagilov et al., 2018) One 

factor is that such EMs have a higher potential power density, which is especially important 

in a range of applications and it is opening the door to new functionality (Li and Sarlioglu, 

2015). 

However, high-speed, multi-megawatt EMs also present new challenges that must be 

considered to make them more applicable for different applications in the coming years. A 

core part of this review is outlining what distinguishes standard kilowatt (kW) high-speed 

EMs from the high-speed, multi-megawatt versions. There has been a lack of research on 

this topic because only recent technological discoveries have enabled high-speed, high-

power EMs. However, the lack of research has been addressed by many recent studies and 

reviews of the topic. This review combines this research to present an overview of the 

findings as well as to present the basics of high-speed, high-power EMs. Moreover, the study 

compares a number of important EM topologies including Synchronous Reluctance Machine 

(SynRM), Induction Machine (IM), and Permanent Magnet (PM) Machine. The relative 

advantages and disadvantages of these EMs are presented to capture their suitability and 

utility for various applications.  
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1.1. Basics of Electrical machines 

An electrical machine is any machine that makes use of electricity to perform any mechanical 

work. Any electrical machine can also operate as generator. Electrical energy may also be 

converted to other forms of energy by using electrical machines. 

Electrical machines are designed and built to convert electrical energy into mechanical 

energy (or backwards) with the electromagnetic interaction between the machines’ rotor and 

stator. Electrical machines are divided into two groups on the basis of whether they are 

powered by alternating current (AC) or direct current (DC) sources. Electrical machines that 

are powered by DC sources are further divided into brushed and brushless machines whereas 

electrical machines powered by AC sources are divided into synchronous and asynchronous 

machines (Some AC machines may need brushes, but such versions typically cannot be 

regarded as high-speed machines).       

The main task of a well-designed electrical machine is to provide maximum power and other 

potentially requested performance characteristics (e.g. efficiency, power factor, overload 

capability, reliability, low noise and low vibration level) within the minimum costs. These 

costs include loss of energy and the number of active and structured components, because 

the less components are involved, the more reasonable the costs are in the manufacturing 

and maintaining the electrical machine.                                                                                                                                          

This thesis focuses on the following three types of electrical machines that are powered by 

AC sources; Permanent Magnet (PM) Machine, Induction Machine (IM) and Synchronous 

Reluctance Machine (SynRM), how they are built and what are their advantages and 

disadvantages. 

1.2. The basics of flux 

Flux relates to the flow of a current through a conductor and the resulting magnetic field 

(Jaszczolt, 2017). The term flux refers to the rate at which a property flows per unit area. 

The area refers to the portion of the surface that the property flows through or across. In a 

similar way, flux current, in the simplest definition, is the rate at which current flows through 

the cross-sectional area of a conductor. Flux linkage is the result when a material interacts 

with a magnetic field. An example is a magnetic field interacting with a coil of wire. The 
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number of windings and flux that results is referred to as flux linkage. The instantaneous 

value of time-varying flux is represented by . Magnetic flux is the flow rate of a magnetic 

field as it moves through the cross-section of a conductor. This is generated by a permanent 

magnet within a PM motor (Jaszczolt, 2017) 

An inductor is conducting wire, often in coil form, that is an important element of a circuit. 

There is a linear relationship between a magnetic field and the induced current. Therefore, a 

change in the magnetic field induces a voltage in a conductor that is related to its current 

emanating from the magnetic field. The precise voltage can be calculated using the Faraday’s 

equation for the induced voltage:  

𝑒 = 𝑁(
d𝛷

d𝑡
) 

    (1) 

Where, e is the instantaneous induced voltage [V], N is the number of turns in wire coil, Φ 

is the magnetic flux [Wb] and t is time [s]. 

Inductance is a constant that expresses the relationship between voltages induced in the 

current that produced a magnetic field. In a simpler manner, inductance may be defined as 

the flux linkage per unit current. (Jaszczolt, 2017). The d-axis and q-axis contain the single-

phase representations of the flux that is provided by the three separate sinusoidal phase 

quantities at the equivalent angular velocity (Jaszczolt, 2017). The d-axis, or direct axis, is 

the axis through which the field winding or PM produces flux. The q-axis, or quadrature 

axis, relates to torque production. The q-axis always leads the d-axis by 90 degrees 

(Jaszczolt, 2017). Therefore, the d-axis represents flux direction, and the q-axis is the 

direction of torque production (in surface rotor PM machine) (Jaszczolt, 2017). Magnetic 

permeability represents the capacity of a material to give rise to a magnetic field. It can also 

be described as the degree of magnetization after receiving an applied magnetic field. 

The PM motor d-axis and q-axis inductance include the inductances that are measured by 

the path of the flux path as it moves through the rotor with respect to the magnetic pole 

(Jaszczolt, 2017). Inductance when the flux moves through the magnetic pole is termed d-

axis inductance. Finally, flux travelling between the magnetic poles is the q-axis inductance. 
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1.3.  Lorentz Force explaining torque production 

The Lorentz force is the result of electromagnetic fields combining electric and magnetic 

forces on a point charge. The Lorentz force can be calculated as:  

𝑭 = 𝑞𝑬 + 𝑞𝒗  𝑩 

              (2) 

Where F is Lorentz force [N], E is electric field strength vector [V/m], v is velocity vector 

[m/s] and B is magnetic field density vector [T]. 

Lorentz force is the force experienced by a charged particle q travelling with velocity v in 

the presence of an electric field E and a magnetic field B. 

 

Figure 1. Lorentz force F on a charged particle q in motion. The E field and B field vary in 

space and time (Butler et al., 2012) 

Variations of this core formula are used to explain the magnetic force acting on a current-

carrying wire, the electromotive force acting on a wire loop traveling through a magnetic 

field, a representation of Faraday's law of induction, and the force acting on a moving 

charged particle. (Butler et al., 2012) 
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1.4.  DC Motors 

Direct current (DC) motors (Fig. 2) cannot be regarded as high-speed devices in multi-

megawatt range because of their construction that does not enable high speed operation. As 

all electrical motor they are defined by the ability to generate torque to move a mechanical 

load at a controllable speed (Bigelow, 2020, 123). DC motors are used here because they 

provide easy understanding of torque production in motors. The same principles are valid 

also to other motor types, but it may be a bit more difficult to distinguish the principles in 

AC motors. Torque is defined as a rotational force that is moving an object. In steady state, 

DC motors provide sufficient torque to move a load at a specified speed. Motors can handle 

a variety of load types, including constant torque loads, fluid loads (characterized by the 

presence of drag from the fluid), and loads of viscous friction (Bigelow, 2020, 125). DC 

motors include a variety of critical components for their function including windings (or 

wires) that cover a core made from iron (Bigelow, 2020, 132). The core shaft connects to 

the rotor and transfers mechanical motion onward. 

The rotor itself lies within the stator. The stator housing supports the motor and the stator 

itself is responsible for the generation of an excitation magnetic field. Current moves within 

the rotor armature windings. The commutator acts as a mechanical inverter supplying the 

armature with suitable AC-current in a brushed design. The rotor armature windings and the 

commutator are spinning while the motor is operating (Bigelow, 2020, 132). Lorentz force 

is responsible for the generation of torque. DC machines, however, cannot be regarded as 

high-speed machines in general. 

The Lorentz force is created with the application of a positive voltage to a terminal and is 

then directed onward onto the wire. This force is responsible for turning the rotor, which 

moves counterclockwise (Bigelow, 2020). The rotor moves about 90 degrees from its 

starting position in this example. This movement makes a contact between the brushes and 

commutator pads. This contact leads to a change in the direction of current in the rotor 

windings and it is directing the Lorentz force and torque this way as well (Bigelow, 2020, 

132). The commutator is critical because it keeps the motor rotating after the rotor has turned 

the first 90 degrees. The commutator, however, itself creates a showstopper for the DC-

motors to be used in high-speed applications. 
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Figure 2. DC motor cross-section of rotor winding (Bigelow, 2020, 133) 

Traditional DC motors come in several additional types depending on the connection of the 

excitation winding. There are series and shunt connected machines and also separately 

excited machines. (Bigelow, 2020). In most DC motor applications only one voltage source 

is used to supply power to both armature and excitation winding. The result is that the 

windings can be connected together in parallel or as a series. In a parallel configuration, both 

armature and excitation windings have the same voltage. This is called the shunt-connected 

DC motor. Of course, permanent magnet (PM) DC motors are another type of DC motors. 

They are similar to the shunt-connected DC motors, but they include permanent magnets to 

create air gap flux with the permanent magnet replacing the field windings of the shunt-

connected variety. 

Both types of motors feature a linear speed and a torque curve (Bigelow, 2020, 148). 

However, PM motors are known to provide less power than the equally equipped shunt-

connected motors. PMMs are also usually operated at higher speeds than the other DC-

machine types in question in this comparison, and with lower torque output. This is because 

the potential flux achievable with PM is lower than what is achievable through the use of 

windings. Furthermore, when trying to create higher torque levels similar to shunt-connected 

motors it will likely result in increased wear on the PMM, which then results in a way that 

the brush life will be significantly reduced (Bigelow, 2020, 148). 

Apart from PMM, another type of DC motor is series-connected DC motors. This type 

features dual coil sets that are connected in a series configuration. Torque is provided 

through a current that flows both in the armature windings and also via the field winding that 

is responsible for magnetic field generation (Bigelow, 2020, 149). The result is that, as 
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torque in this motor type changes, the field current also changes. With smaller loads, the 

motor speed is very high and accelerates further and therefore causes danger of failure. This 

is why this kind of DC motor type must always be run with an attached load. There are also 

universal DC motors, compound DC motors, and DC generators. The last-mentioned include 

both separately tuned and PM DC generators (Bigelow, 2020). As in the case of PM DC 

motors, PM DC generators avoid the field windings and include a permanent magnet. In this 

case the PM DC motor can be disconnected from a power source and it can be used as a 

generator with the simple application of torque to the shaft (Bigelow, 2020, 156). In a similar 

way, there are also shunt DC generators. 

As realizer above DC motors cannot generally be regarded as high-speed machines while 

their armature windings and commutator cannot tolerate very high rotational speeds. In 

addition, the mechanical inverter cannot operate at very high speeds. Therefore. AC 

machines will be studied in more detail. 
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1.5.  Different AC motor types of their rotor builds  

A range of different AC-motor rotor structures are available for AC EMs. Rotor structures 

are also specialized between the EMs compared here, including Permanent Magnet (PM) 

machine (Figures 3, 4, 5, 6), Induction machine (IM), and Synchronous Reluctance 

Machines (SynRM). For reference, additional rotor structures are listed to understand how 

these aforementioned three variant EMs feature rotor topologies that are distinct from more 

conventional EM rotor designs. 

 

Figure 3. High-speed PM EM, featuring (1) permanent-magnet rotor; (2) stator magnetic 

core; (3) stator winding (Ismagilov et al., 2018) 
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Figure 4. High-speed PM EM with (1) cylindrical High-Coercivity Permanent Magnet 

(HCPM); (2) stator magnetic core; (3) stator winding; (4) rotor sleeve; (5) rotor yoke 

(Ismagilov et al., 2018) 

 

Figure 5. High-speed PM EM featuring interior permanent magnets (PM) including (1) 

HCPM; (2) stator magnetic core; (3) stator winding; (4) rotor core (Ismagilov et al., 2018) 

 

Figure 6. Halbach-magnet high-speed EM -- (1) Halbach array; (2) stator magnetic core; 

(3) stator winding (Ismagilov et al., 2018) 

 

Figure 7 illustrates the principle of brushless synchronous machine. It needs a wound rotor 

and another electrical machine to supply excitation to the rotor. This machine type rarely is 

regarded as a high-speed machine while its rotor is too vulnerable to excessive centrifugal 

forces.  
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Figure 7. Brushless wound-rotor synchronous EM (SM) with rotating rectifiers -- (1) rotor; 

(2) stator; (3) block of rotating rectifiers; (4) excitation system (Ismagilov et al., 2018) 

 

Figure 8 illustrates an axial flux PMSM principle. 

 

 

Figure 8. Single-stator double rotor axial-flux EM with HCPM -- (1) HCPM; (2) stator 

magnetic core; (3) stator winding (Ismagilov et al., 2018) 
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Finally, switched reluctance motor principles are illustrated in Fig. 9. 

 

Figure 9. Switched-reluctance EM (SRM) -- (1) rotor; (2) stator magnetic core; (3) stator 

windings (Ismagilov et al., 2018) 

 

1.6. Classification 

Classification of EMs is shown in Fig. 10, including branching classification for DC and AC 

motors. DC motors can include both brush, brushless and switched reluctance topologies. 

AC motors can be either synchronous or asynchronous. Asynchronous motors include those 

with a squirrel-cage design and those with a wound rotor design. Asynchronous machines 

include also 1-phase design, which is called a single-phase asynchronous motor. When 

compared to asynchronous motors, synchronous motors include either 1-phase or 3-phase 

design topologies. The 3-phase design can include a wider range of topologies including 

PM, SynRM, Hysteresis, and Synchronous Induction. Single-phase motors cannot be 

regarded as high-speed motors. 
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Figure 10. Electric motor topologies 

 

1.7. Speed control of AC machines 

AC machines feature a number of common characteristics, including the need and ability for 

speed control. For example, IMs are popular in various industrial applications, such as 

pumps and cable pulling, because of their solid build and operating reliability. IMs are also 

inexpensive when compared to PMSM. These characteristics make IMs suitable for a wide 

variety of applications. (Patil and Naveed, 2020) PMSMs, are popular in applications where 

high efficiency and good heat radiation capabilities are needed.  

There are a number of ways to control the speed of AC machines, but a variable frequency 

and voltage control with the use of a variable frequency drive (VFD) is considered most 

appropriate. (Patil and Naveed, 2020) 

In terms of AC IM, the small slip that must be maintained has implications for speed control. 

Therefore, speed control methods for this type of motor and EM more widely must rely on 

synchronous speed variation (Hughes and Drury, 2019, 609). This also affects the number 

of poles and the supply frequency, since these are the determinants of field speed. Therefore, 
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variable frequency supply is superior for achieving adjustable speed control over a 

sufficiently wide range (Hughes and Drury, 2019).  

As well as IM, SynRM and PMSM speed can be controlled as part of VFD, this is the most 

common method to control PMSM speed. 

1.7.1. Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) 

Speed control within VFD can be implemented to save costs of the operating application by 

gaining more accurate speed control of the motor and therefore lowering the consumption 

of energy, without compromising on performance. For example, VFD can be implemented 

including an IM by adding a converter, inverter, control logic and DC bus filter into the 

system. The block diagram of this control system is shown in Fig. 11. In this type of control 

system the converter, also known as rectifier, transforms three-phase AC to DC, resulting in 

the DC supply after a DC bus filter is connected to the inverter, which controls the output 

frequency. This regulated AC supply is used to control the motor. The feedback is sent from 

the inverter to the converter, through control logic, in order to adjust the inverter's output in 

response to requested changes in the frequency of the output supply. The system is thus 

controller driven. (Patil and Naveed, 2020) 

Control logic can have different types of vector control algorithms such as Field Oriented 

Control (FOC) and Direct Torque Control (DTC) algorithms. DTC was originally designed 

for asynchronous IM in 1984 by Isao Takahashi. Subsequently, the DTC method has been 

used with PMSM and other machines in various applications instead of Field Oriented 

Control (FOC) due to the excellent control characteristics of DTC.   

Numerous advantages of a DTC-based drive system include its simple construction and 

sensorless drive, which are critical for high speed applications. Additionally, a short control 

time is accomplished by the use of a high-speed logic circuit. (Shankar V.K. et al., 2017) 

Figure 11 illustrates the basic block diagram of IM speed control system that is controlled 

by VFD. 
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Figure 11. Block diagram of a simple variable frequency drive (VFD) fed speed control of 

induction machine (IM) 

 

Due to the usage of two hysteresis regulators, conventional DTC suffers from variable 

switching frequency. Solution to these issues is to implement a space vector, which is 

directly dependent on the torque and flux reference values. This is called the Direct Torque 

Control - Space Vector Modulation (DTC-SVM) control. In this control system the two 

hysteresis regulators are replaced with two proportional-integral (PI) controllers, that 

transform torque and flux reference parameters to control parameters. Figure 12 illustrates 

the basic block diagram of a PMSM speed control system that is controlled by VFD. 

(Shankar V.K. et al., 2017) 
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Figure 12. Block diagram of a simple variable frequency drive (VFD) fed speed control of 

permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) 

 

1.7.2. Control logic algorithms 

Vector control is utilized in PMSM drives to achieve high-performance. The rotating d-q 

frame is aligned with the rotor magnet flux in the d- and q-axis current control. As a result, 

coordinate transformation requires knowledge of the rotor position. The rotor position 

estimator enables sensorless drive, enhancing environmental resistance and dependability. 

However, because the estimation is dependent on the motor model, changes in the 

parameters weakens the control performance. (Konaka et al., 2014) 

Scalar control, also known as U/f or V/Hz control, is designed to keep the stator flux linkage 

constant by regulating the U/f constant to achieve faster motor torque response. Scalar 

control is widely utilized due to its adaptability and ease of implementation. However, 

because the stator reactance is low and the impacts of dead-time on the PWM inverter's 

output voltages and currents are greater than in conventional PMSM, the scalar control has 

poor stability and low dynamic performance especially in high-speed applications. High-

speed applications, such as micro-turbine generators, fans and pumps, require the design of 

PMSMs with a small size. (Bian et al., 2007) 
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DTC control is distinct from the typical vector control model, in which torque is regulated 

in the rotor reference frame using current control loops, and has a simpler structure; yet, it 

has a high dynamic performance and a high degree of robustness to the high-speed PMSM's 

parameter variation. As a result, the DTC is preferred for high-speed PMSM applications. 

(Bian et al., 2007) DTC operates in the stationary reference frame α-β. (Yoshimoto et al., 

2012) The ability to operate without the need of rotor position information simplifies PMSM 

drive system design and is predicted to minimize computation time, which is critical for 

high-speed drives. (Konaka et al., 2014) 

In figure 13 the relation between α-β and d-q frames is illustrated. The angle θs between the 

stator flux linkage vector Ψs and the alfa axis is specified as the stator flux-linkage position. 

Finally, Ψa is the alfa-axis component of the estimated stator flux linkage. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Coordinate axes definition. (Yoshimoto et al., 2012) 
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2. Characteristics of induction (IM), synchronous reluctance 

(SynRM), and permanent magnet (PM) machine 

A permanent magnet (PM) motor includes either embedded magnets or rotor surface 

mounted magnets (Jaszczolt, 2017). High-speed machines use a carbon fibre strap that holds 

rotor-surface magnets in place. The problem becomes the cooling of the rotor under the 

insulating carbon fibre collar. These two basic setups influence many aspects of the PM 

system. As previously stated, speed control in PM machine is most often achieved with the 

use of a frequency converter (FC). There is also the option to use FCs with induction motors. 

As in all rotating field AC motors also in induction machine stator windings create a rotating 

magnetic field (Jaszczolt, 2017). As the rotor runs asynchronously the rotating field induces 

voltages in the rotor bars. To generate currents in the rotor bars, there must be a difference 

in speed with respect to the rotor and the magnetic field. When combined, the field interacts 

with the rotor current to produce the driving force (Jaszczolt, 2017). The result is that IMs 

are the most prevalent motors used in adjustable speed drives, because IMs are simple and 

have a low-cost structure combined with general robustness.  

In terms, the most common PM motor is classified as an AC motor featuring embedded 

magnets. Motor main magnetic field is achieved through the magnets. This is different from 

the use of a stator origin of the magnetic field in IM, which is linked to the rotor.  

Figure 14 illustrates comparison of an induction motor and permanent magnet motor, 

although high-speed machines do not equip normally the same number of poles as in the 

figure. 
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Figure 14. Induction Permanent Magnet Motor comparison. (New Energy and Fuel, 2010) 

 

In synchronous reluctance machines, as in all other types of electrical machines, the design 

of the rotor is meant to optimize overall electromagnetic behaviour (Dziechciarz et al., 

2016), (Fig. 15).  

 

 

Figure 15. Rotor barrier shapes of SynRM (Dziechciarz et al., 2016) 

 

The number of flux barriers along with their shapes may be varied in order to achieve 

different parameters, especially saliency ratio. This motor topology might have challenges 

at higher rotational speed, such as the higher likelihood of rotor damage because of relatively 

high rotational speeds and resulting in bridge mechanical stress. To guard against this 
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outcome, SynRM designs include additional ribs within the rotor. These additional ribs have 

implications for the electromagnetic characteristics of the system overall. SynRM designs 

therefore must strike a fine balance with rotor construction to achieve both desired 

electromagnetic behaviour and structural integrity for the specific application. An advantage 

of SynRM is that it does not require any rare-earth materials, unlike Permanent Magnet 

assisted Synchronous Reluctance (PMaSynRM). That last one, however, less than 

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) machines. This reality, along with rising 

prices and scarcity of rare-earth materials, has led many to consider replacing PM with 

SynRM (Dziechciarz et al., 2016). 

Figure 16 shows the three different rotor configuration examples of SynRM. a) Salient pole. 

b) Axially laminated anisotropy (ALA). c) Transversally laminated anisotropy (TLA). 

 

 

Figure 16. SynRM rotor configuration examples (Pyrhönen et al., 2014) 

 

Unlike the stator, the rotor in SynRM differs from rotors in an induction or standard 

synchronous machine. In SynRM, the rotor is designed to maximize the direct-axis 

inductance ratio to quadrature-axis inductance, as well as the difference of d- and q-axis 

inductances (Dziechciarz et al., 2016). The literature has examined the fitness of a number 

of different rotor topologies including salient rotors, flux-barrier structures with different 

types of laminations, and those including punched barriers (Dziechciarz et al., 2016), (Fig. 

17). There are Zukovski shaped barriers and round shaped barriers. Zukovski barriers mirror 

the natural flux line paths. Different rotor designs and barrier shapes influence the levels of 

average torque, ripple rate, and maximum von Mises stress value in SynRM. Von Mises 
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stress is a value that is used to determine whether or not a specific material will yield or 

fracture. (SimScale, 2022) 

 

Figure 17. Rotor geometry of SynRM (Dziechciarz et al., 2016) 

 

2.1. Slotted and slotless motors 

Another relevant facet of motor design is the presence or absence of slots. Traditionally, 

brushless DC (BLDC) motors, or in other words PM motors, included slotted stators. 

Nevertheless, a limitation of this application is the presence of cogging torque, which makes 

it very difficult to achieve smooth motion at slower speeds (Collins, 2017). However, the 

cogging torque can be eliminated by numerous techniques, such as skewing magnets or 

skewing stator stack, optimizing the magnet pole arc or width or using fractional slots per 

pole. (Muljadi, 2002) In contrast, slotted motor design includes the use of a slotted steel 

stator with stacked laminations. The slots are then smoothed with copper windings. This is 

a simple design with some manufacturing advantages over the slotless design (Collins, 

2017). As mentioned, it does come with the tendency for cogging torque. This happens 

because the permanent magnets have a habit of over time to line up with the slots of the 

stator. The cogging torque phenomenon is responsible for the resulting harsh ride that is 

characteristic of the slotted design. 
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Because there are no slots, slotless motors have no teeth and thus have a continuous back 

iron geometry. This prevents cogging, making the motors operate smoother at all speeds, but 

especially at slower speeds where slotted motors increase cogging. Any application that 

requires a motor that runs at a rate slower than 500 rpm would most likely benefit from the 

use of a slotless motor, which means that slotless motors are not used in high-speed 

applications (Collins, 2017). 

Another advantage of the slotless motor is that this type of motor can have a low peak flux 

density due to the fact that slotless motors lack the iron segments, or in other words salient 

poles, that are standing out from the structure. This allows slotless motors to operate with 

lower saturation sensitivity. As mentioned above, the slotless motor has less iron, it may run 

at lower temperatures or higher operating frequencies, because its thermal function is better 

balanced. Slotless motors have minimal temperature rise, because of rare-earth magnets and 

the fact that they don’t need as many coils as slotted motors. 

Furthermore, slotless motors generate less noise and less electromagnetic interference. The 

torque exerted by a slotted motor during its detent generates noise. By removing the slots, 

the detent torque is considerably reduced, as is the noise produced by the motor. This way 

the noise levels can be reduced to less than 35 dB in some structures. The reduced detent 

torque is also relevant when considering high-speed operations, because it allows slotless 

motors to accelerate faster than slotted motors. Due to lack of stator teeth and reduced detent 

torque, slotless motors have low magnetic saturation and thus can operate at several times 

their rated power for a while.  

Slotless motor structures have copper coils placed only in the air gap of the motor, which 

means that slotless motors need fewer coils than slotted motors. This fact combined with 

high-energy, low magnetic saturation, rare-earth magnets such as samarium cobalt (SmCo) 

and neodymium magnets (NdFeb) makes slotless motors able to achieve equal or even 

greater torque performance than slotted motors. This combination equals in high thermal 

efficiencies, static friction, low electrical resistance and inductance, which means that the 

slotless motors can operate in low temperature even at high speeds up to 50,000 rpm (Collins, 

2017). 

Figure 18 shows the differences between slotted and slotless motor designs. 
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Figure 18. Slotted versus slotless motor design (Collins, 2017) 

 

Figure 19 illustrates various core designs on the stator; with and without slots. 

 

Figure 19. Three approaches to stator core design, slotted and slotless (Tao et al., 2005) 

 

3. Comparison of basic topologies of induction (IM), synchronous 

reluctance (SynRM), and permanent magnet (PM) machines 

In some designs, the only thing differentiating SynRM and IM is the rotor (Kärkkäinen et 

al., 2017). Still, these two technologies differ significantly in how they produce torque. The 

IM produces torque based on the interaction between the rotor currents and the rotating 

mutual air gap magnetic field (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). The rotor current is produced 
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through a travelling air-gap magnetic field. When the rotor is slightly slipping with respect 

to the rotating air gap flux. Therefore voltages are included in rotor windings. As a result, 

rotor currents are established and they together with the mutual air gap flux create torque 

according to the Lorentz force (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). This slightly differs from the 

method how torque is produced in a SynRM. This technology is built on the method where 

mutual flux tends to take the route within the rotor iron circuit through the minimum 

reluctance path (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). However, in this case the Lorentz force sentence 

can be applied on the stator side. 

The minimum reluctance paths is referred as the direct axis (or d-axis) in EM that feature 

reluctance torque (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). As motor torque increases, the angle between 

the stator flux and the d-axis of the SynRM becomes wider. Since changes in torque only 

impact this angle (as well as the supply current, power factor and the armature reaction), the 

SynRM can maintain a synchronous speed as far its peak torque is not exceeded (Kärkkäinen 

et al., 2017). Industrial IMs can produce 300% breakdown torque. SynRMs tend to produce 

much less, around 150% peak torque (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). 

Loss is another way in which these EM types differ significantly. Losses in an EM can 

happen with respect to a number of major system components. These include stator copper 

loss, rotor copper loss, iron loss, and loss from friction and windage (Kärkkäinen et al., 

2017). Copper losses are dependent on the load and magnetization condition, while iron 

losses, in contrast, are dependent on the flux density and supply frequency (Kärkkäinen et 

al., 2017). Losses from friction and windage are dependent on speed and the supply 

frequency. SynRM is able to achieve a better efficiency with respect to these losses in part 

because of its lack of rotor slip-related current. This results in small rotor Joule losses that 

can exist in other EM types. Since high-speed SynRM has a possibility to reach relatively 

less losses than other types of the electrically excited machines, a smaller fan can be 

installed, which in turn causes even less windage losses than otherwise (Kärkkäinen et al., 

2017). On the other hand, SynRM stator winding Joule losses can cause relatively higher 

losses than other EM types because of the lower power factor of SynRM (Kärkkäinen et al., 

2017). 

A factor to keep in mind when comparing IM and SynRM is that the IM speed is a bit lower 

than the speed of SynRM at any matching frequency (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). This is 

because of the way that the slip functions in the IM system. Alternatively, IM and SynRM 
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can be compared by matching motor speed, with the output power of each system also 

matching in this case. Another option is to match fundamental frequency. This can be 

relevant because converter losses and iron losses are linked to frequency in both SynRM and 

IM. Using frequency to compare is also useful because the impact of control differences 

between the two can be minimized by using the same frequency converter for both machines 

(Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). For the measured range tested in the study, the converter efficiency 

of the SynRM system was lower than the efficiency of the IM system. Still, the SynRM 

system had a higher converter efficiency at lower loads and especially those between 10% 

and 20%. Researchers considered the lower converter efficiency at relatively higher loads in 

the SynRM system to its lower power factor (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). The lower power 

factor of SynRM causes a higher stator current when compared to a similar IM. 

At the basic level, Industrial SynRM motors appear to have an efficiency advantage of 

around 1.5%, using the parameters of one study (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). However, this 

efficiency advantage practically disappeared at higher speeds and lower loads (Kärkkäinen 

et al., 2017). The gap between SynRM and IM systems in the high-load and low-speed 

scenario was caused by the per-unit slip of the IM system (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). IM and 

SynRM motors have both received the efficiency rating known as IE3. This is the highest 

level of this certification. This rating is given to systems that can achieve 20% or more 

reduced efficiency loss in comparison to the less rigid IE1 standard (Alberti and Troncon, 

2020). 

Both industrial IM and SynRM can significantly exceed the standard of IE3, because they 

can be in principle more efficient than this standard requires. Researchers concluded that IM 

and SynRM are therefore useful alternatives to one another in several applications. This is 

due to the competitiveness of SynRM with respect to the important characteristic of 

efficiency. However, the IM system brings some advantages over SynRM including a greater 

durability under conditions of overloading (overloadability). Therefore, IM could be 

superior in certain applications when sustained or highly demanding usage is required 

(Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). Weaknesses of SynRMs in this regard may include relative torque 

output along with current ripple (Kärkkäinen et al., 2017). 

Figure 20 illustrates the transversally-laminated (TLA) SynRM rotor pole diagram. 
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Figure 20. Diagram of an industrial transversally laminated (TLA) SynRM rotor pole 

featuring two flux barriers with each pole (Babetto et al., 2018) 

 

An additional advantage of SynRM is that it does not suffer from the possibility of 

demagnetization as PM motors (Veg and Laksar, 2018). The tuning of the control system is 

also much more easily adjusted in SynRM than PM. This reduces losses when torque is zero. 

The configuration also allows designers to economize on materials that are relatively low-

cost, but durable and strong. However, the relatively low power factor causes that rotor 

anisotropy must be high in order to achieve increases in the power factor (Babetto et al., 

2018). 

Table 1 shows the comparison of advantages and disadvantages of IM, PMM and SynRM. 

Table 1. Comparison of simple IM, PMM and SynRM (Veg and Laksar, 2018) 

Machine type Advantage Disadvantage 

Induction Machines (IM) Early starting, open loop 

speed regulation 

Rotor losses, low power 

factor at high speed 

Permanent Magnet (PM) 

Machines 

Large air gap length, high 

power factor 

Rotor robustness, iron loss 

at idling, field weakening 

Synchronous Reluctance 

Machines (SynRM) 

Simple rotor structure, low 

rotor loss, field adjustment 

Low power factor, windage 

loss, small airgap length 
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4. Induction machine (IM), synchronous reluctance (SynRM), and 

permanent magnet (PM) machine topologies in high-speed 

applications 

High-speed, multi-megawatt EMs are at the vanguard of electrical machine technology. The 

focus of this review is heavily on high-speed, multi-megawatt EMs that are non-cryogenic. 

Motor topologies outlined above as well as others have been identified as most suitable for 

applications requiring high-speed and multi-megawatt characteristics. These topologies 

include PM machine, IM and wound-field synchronous machines as well as SynRM (Li and 

Sarlioglu, 2015). 

In order to use IMs, SynRMs and PMMs in high-speed applications they need various 

structural features that are designed for each one particularly to gain high-speed, but also 

withstand high-temperatures while operating, however these features can also lower their 

efficiency and operating performance. 

Figure 21 shows the power rating and speed range of some electric machine topologies.   

 

Figure 21. High speed multi-megawatt topologies speed ranges and power (Li and Sarlioglu, 

2015) 

 

In terms of SynRM, these motor topologies tend to necessitate slower speeds than either IM 

or PM. Although they are capable of reaching speeds far above 15,000 rpm, a large majority 

of SynRM operate at around 7,500 rpm instead (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). The reason that 
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speed is a limiting factor for wound-field and SynRM is that there is typically limited 

mechanical support for the field winding in this topology. In contrast, IM in this power and 

speed class can operate at a much more greatly varying range of both power and speed in 

comparison to SynRM options. This is partly because IMs used in high-speed applications 

tend to include solid rotors. Solid rotors increase mechanical integrity significantly above 

the level of SynRM counterparts (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015, 1573). 

IMs are developed for high-speed applications with a solid rotor, which implies that the rotor 

is manufactured entirely of one type of ferromagnetic material. This type is referred to as a 

smooth solid rotor induction machine (SSRIM). SSRIM are a simple to make, cost-effective, 

and robust alternative to other forms of high-speed EM given to its single material rotor build 

and great thermal characteristics. Even at high speeds, SSRIM produces very low noise and 

vibration. Additionally, unlike the majority of PMM, this form of EM can work without a 

speed sensor. SSRIM is the first and most simple Solid Rotor Induction Motor (SRIM) type 

and it possesses superior mechanical and fluid dynamic qualities. However, it has the worst 

electromagnetic feature due to the skin effect and traveling eddy currents at the surface of 

the ferromagnetic rotor material. Due to the minimal penetration of magnetic flux into the 

rotor, the torque-producing eddy-currents are centred on the surface layer. Additionally, the 

rated slip value is typically greater, the rotor losses are significant, and the power factor is 

low. (Oguz, Gulbahce & Kocabas, 2015)  

There are multiple methods to improve the performance of SRIM, but in terms of high speed 

machines, the most effective method is axially-slitting the rotor body. This type is also 

referred to as Axially-Slitted Solid Rotor Induction Motor (ASSRIM).  

4.1.  Axially-Slitted Solid Rotor Induction Machine (ASSRIM) 

Slitting the rotor body axially improves the flux penetration and eddy current distribution of 

the machine. It also increases generated electromagnetic torque and reduces rotor loss due 

to time and spatial harmonics. Slitting the rotor also boosts the machines cooling capacity. 

However, it increases air-rotor friction and reduces rotor robustness. Thus, optimizing slit 

geometry parameters reduces rotor losses and increases electromagnetic torque output. 

(Oguz, Gulbahce & Kocabas, 2015) 
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The ASSRIM design process has been studied widely. For example, if the rotor radius is 

49.25 mm, the optimal number of slits is 28. In this situation, the slit width should be 2.5mm 

and the depth of the slits should be about 50% of the rotor radius, which in this situation is 

24.63 mm. These design parameters will result in the best electromagnetic performance 

possible for the aforementioned design. (Abramenko et al., 2020) 

Since the slit bars act similarly to slots in a conventional cage induction motor, multiple slits 

must be made in order to reduce magnetic noise. ASSRIM provides greater torque over a 

period of steady operation at the expense of reduced pull-out torque, because of the rotor's 

lower frequency impedance due to axial slitting. Slitting the rotor also increases its surface 

impedance at high frequencies. Thus, rotor eddy current losses on time and spatial harmonic 

are reduced. (Oguz et al., 2015) 

Furthermore, copper end rings can be placed on both ends of the solid rotor body to enhance 

the performance of the machine. When compared to a two-pole smooth solid rotor without 

end rings, the eddy currents tend to flow more aligned within the solid rotor body, and the 

electromagnetic torque generated is doubled. (Oguz et al., 2015) 

As stated, axial-slits reduce the rotor robustness. Research shows that the rotor can be coated 

with a special material in order to improve the robustness of the rotor. Coating also helps to 

minimize the impact of the air-gap flux density harmonics. Furthermore, the maximum 

surface speed of the rotor in an IM fitted with a squirrel cage is 200 m/s. SRIM is capable of 

achieving rotor surface speeds of up to 400 m/s, whereas ASSRIM with a coated rotor is 

capable of 550 m/s. (Abramenko et al., 2020) 

Figure 22 illustrates a rotor build model of an axially-slitted solid rotor induction motor 

(ASSRIM). 
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Figure 22. Model of an ASSRIM rotor build. (Oguz et al., 2015) 

 

4.2.  Axially-Laminated Anisotropic Synchronous Reluctance Machine 

(ALASynRM) 

Due to its simple structure and high stiffness, a salient pole SynRM is favourable for use as 

a traction motor in high-speed applications. The performance of this type of SynRM in terms 

of high torque and power factor depends upon the two-axis inductance Ld and Lq of the 

machine. (Kim et al., 2014) 

While the segmented rotor has the advantage of being mass produced due to streamlined 

production processes, it has a low torque. Due to the absence of a rib, an ALA type rotor is 

able to produce high torque per unit mass. (Kim et al., 2014)  

Figure 23 introduces the two types of SynRM rotor builds; (a) Segmented type, and (b) ALA 

type. 

 

Figure 23. SynRM rotor structures (Kim et al., 2014) 
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An ALASynRM rotor is made of a stack of magnetic and nonmagnetic layers, which results 

in a highly anisotropic structure. Due to the large inductance differential and saliency, Joule 

losses in the stator winding are minimized. ALASynRM topology has been thoroughly 

investigated and the major result is that ALASynRM is more efficient than an IM with a 

solid rotor and copper-end rings within the same frame size. The main advantage is the 

extremely low losses in rotor, because the rotor is built of thin laminated sheets, there are no 

slip losses and the eddy current losses are fairly modest. This improves the motor's efficiency 

as well as its thermal condition. Another significant advantage of the ALASynRM is its 

capacity to achieve extremely high saliency ratios, which enables high power factor and 

reduced stator winding Joule losses. (Abramenko et al., 2020) 

As previously stated, ALASynRM has several advantages, including minimal torque ripple, 

reduced rotor eddy current losses, and a high saliency. The rotor, on the other hand, is 

composed of thin magnetic and nonmagnetic layers that are held together by austenitic bolts. 

The mechanical strength of these bolts restricts the rotor's maximum rotating speed. 

(Abramenko et al., 2020) 

In order to optimize the efficiency and improve robustness of ALASynRM, a few design 

parameters must be considered. The magnetic and nonmagnetic rotor layers must be 

compounded together with the use of metallic bonds between the layers in order to achieve 

a solid build of the rotor, which will improve the rotor’s robustness. Manufacturing of the 

rotor must be taken in consideration when selecting materials for the rotor layers, because 

the rotor manufacturing process will create thermal changes to the layers. Rotor can be 

manufactured, for example, by hot pressing the compound together, which will make the 

layers expand and the residual stresses can ruin the rotor build, while the compound cools if 

the material of the layers is wrongly selected. (Abramenko et al., 2020) 

Recent studies show that ALASynRM with solid rotor can operate at 100 ℃ temperature 

with 24000 rpm speed and output power of 12 kW. In comparison, a same size axially-slitted 

solid rotor IM (ASSRIM) with copper end-rings with speed of 24000 rpm, have more total 

losses and lower power factor than ALASynRM in question. Additionally, the efficiency of 

ALASynRM is higher, than that of ASSRIM. (Abramenko et al., 2020) 

Figure 24 illustrates the design of ALASynRM rotor build. 
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Figure 24. ALASynRM rotor build (Kim et al., 2014) 

 

4.3. Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) 

Research in sub-sea applications has recently detailed some advantages and disadvantages 

of PM. Multi-megawatt PM machines have been identified for their advantages with respect 

to a superior power-to-weight ratio, smaller size allowing more versatility, and greater 

efficiency in comparison with the induction machines typically used for this application 

(Bailey et al., 2009). In comparison, squirrel-caged IM were judged to require rotor designs 

that were too complex. A related advantage of PMSM is the lack of a field winding or 

rotating rectifier, which allows for a higher degree of rotor stiffness with the same rotor outer 

diameter (Bailey et al., 2009). As said, high-speed PMSM feature magnets mounted on the 

surface and a sleeved design. 

The sleeve is needed for high-speed PMSM (multi-megawatt), and this sleeve is often a size 

that is a multiple of the mechanical gap, or many times the thickness of the magnet itself 

(Bailey et al., 2009). For example, carbon fibre sleeves with a thickness of 6-10mm and over 

are commonly used in high-speed applications due to the material dexterity and ability to 

operate in high-speed and high-temperatures, although they can be expensive. 

The sleeve for PM is often made of high-strength alloys that are nonmagnetic. Alternatives 

include the use of carbon composite or moulded graphite. The use of these materials helps 
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to serve its purpose of increasing stiffness, containment, and solidifying the core of the rotor 

(Bailey et al., 2009). Specifically in the case of multi-megawatt PM, the larger power rating 

entails that rotor diameter must increase while rotor speeds decline as a result. Designers of 

such PM must attend to the requirements of sleeve stress and tip speed. Magnet thickness 

and rotor construction impact sleeve stress but not tip speed in PM (Bailey et al., 2009). 

Sleeve stress is therefore closely linked with rotor containment and speed parameters. 

Compared to PM, SRIM have substantially lower efficiency and lower power factor (Bailey 

et al., 2009). This relative lack of efficiency and lower power factor may be because of either 

rotor construction or pole count. Two-pole and four-pole machines are typical options for 

SRIM. The fewer poles entail lower frequency with the same shaft speed, but longer turns 

because of higher aspect ratio stator slots (Bailey et al., 2009). Another feature of the PM in 

this case is the ability to leave out a gearbox by coupling the motor and compressor or the 

generator to the turbine, depending on the application. 

Figure 25 shows the rotor layout of high-speed PMSM with magnetic bearing. 

 

 

Figure 25. Magnetic bearing and rotor layout of high-speed, multi-megawatt PM (Bailey et 

al., 2009) 

 

As seen above, this particular PM design features a unique magnetic-bearing setup that 

includes twin radial-support bearings (Bailey et al., 2009). An active-thrust bearing is 
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included in order to manage axial loading. The advantage of PM machine in terms of 

rotodynamics is apparent with this design as the outer housing does not affect rotodynamic 

performance. 

Figure 26 illustrates the cooling system of a high-speed PMSM. 

 

Figure 26. Cross-section of high-speed, multi-megawatt PM highlighting cooling system 

(Bailey et al., 2009) 
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5. Final comparison and discussion 

A further strength of IM is that, in high-speed and multi-megawatt applications, they perform 

well and with good longevity in taxing circumstances and environments. However, they do 

not feature the same level of high efficiency that is possible with PM machines in high-

speed, multi-megawatt applications. The efficiency of PM machines also surpasses that of 

SynRM (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). This efficiency advantage of PM machines is especially 

important in high-speed, multi-megawatt applications because even a relatively small 

efficiency improvement can lead to an outsize benefit in cost and energy savings (Li and 

Sarlioglu, 2015). Moreover, because of this efficiency advantage and its high importance 

with such high-power systems, PM can be seen as holding a clear advantage especially when 

combined with their leading power density as well (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). 

As said, high-speed multi-megawatt EMs of all types bring about special challenges that are 

not as acute felt in more traditional applications of EM. Each of the motor topologies 

reviewed here, namely SynRM, IM, and PM machine introduce their own twist on these 

challenges. The manner in which the challenges can be overcome in each case indicates the 

suitability of a given topology for the desired application. The first of these major challenges 

for multi-megawatt high-speed EM is insulation. The insulation challenge presents because 

the stator winding must be capable of persevering through conditions of high voltage (Li and 

Sarlioglu, 2015, 1576). 

The challenge is compounded because of the difficulty with which improvements can be 

made to the winding insulation system, as stated by Li and Sarlioglu (2015). This is because 

the insulation factor is affected by many things that are difficult to predict or control for a 

specific application. The quality of material used has an impact, as does the overarching 

electrical, thermal, and mechanical environments (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015, 1576). This 

challenge can be mitigated somewhat for all of the motor topologies by using materials like 

mica tapes. This material is composed of support, binder resin and mica (Li and Sarlioglu, 

2015). Yet, its use in high-speed multi-megawatt applications presents another challenge 

because of the fragility of the organic elements of this material (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). 

A further challenge for SynRM, IM, and PM machine high speed multi-megawatt 

applications is the challenge of energy loss reduction. Even the most efficient topologies 
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such as PM experience energy loss, and this challenge is especially acute in high-speed 

multi-megawatt contexts (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). Moreover, the complexity of the 

environments in which high-speed multi-megawatt EMs operate tend to introduce a range of 

complicating factors that worsen efficiency and loss concerns. Of particular note in this case 

is the winding copper loss that such EMs experience when operating at high speed (Li and 

Sarlioglu, 2015). This is because of what is known as the skin effect and the proximity effect, 

which can be modelled mathematically, and are done so by Li and Sarlioglu (2015). The 

resistance can also be modelled for certain components including a round wire. Resistance 

of various components and materials in the high-speed EM is a key contributor to loss. The 

higher the excitation frequency, AC resistance of the machine winding also increases which 

results in copper loss (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015, 1576). 

In addition to winding copper loss, windage loss is a further challenge for high-speed multi-

megawatt EM applications. The windage loss for a multi-megawatt EM was modelled by 

researchers, although this did not share the motor topology of those discussed in this review. 

Windage loss is joined by core loss as an additional concern. Core loss is a greater and more 

pressing concern as the operating frequency goes up in magnitude (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). 

This can be modelled using the variables of flux density, frequency, a coefficient for 

hysteresis loss, one for eddy current loss, excess loss, and the Steinmetz coefficient (Li and 

Sarlioglu, 2015). The sum of each of these losses is modelled in the following figure 27. 

Various configurations including those at much higher speeds will, naturally, result in 

varying relative loss values. However, this is a useful comparison of the extent to which each 

of the motor topologies can vary with respect to the problem of loss. One can see how, for 

example, SynRM has a loss disadvantage below 75 Hz frequency in comparison to IM; 

however, this disadvantage turns into an advantage above 80 Hz frequency. 

Figure 27 shows the power losses for 5 MW and 5,500 rpm SynRM and IM and their drives. 

Chart (a) displays power losses in various frequencies for the electrical machines SynRM 

and IM, and chart (b) displays power losses in various frequencies for the machine drives. 
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Figure 27. Loss comparison for various motor topologies in multi-megawatt scenario (Li 

and Sarlioglu, 2015) 

In addition to loss, a further challenge facing designers and engineers of high-speed multi-

megawatt EM is the bearing challenge. This challenge is especially acute when EM are 

operated at high speeds as these motor and generator topologies are. Therefore, bearings for 

EM in these applications should be carefully designed in order to ensure loss minimization 

in addition to a high degree of stiffness, which together can ensure increased longevity 

suitable for EMs in this type of application (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015, 1577). A number of 

elements can be introduced to address this problem including the usual inclusion of premium 

materials in the build of bearings such as the use of oil sleeve, ball bearings, air and magnetic 

bearings (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). Researchers have also advanced on this topic in terms of 

innovating new solutions to the bearing problem. One solution, for example, involves the 

use of a hybrid bearing design (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). Each bearing design has its own 

strengths and weaknesses. In addition, each bearing design has its own associated maximum 

operating speed. These factors must be taken into account with each of the SynRM, IM, and 

PM topologies for high-speed multi-megawatt applications. 
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Conclusions 

The results of this thesis show a number of advantages and disadvantages for each form of 

high-speed EM examined above. SynRM machines feature high comparative efficiency 

combined with cost-savings from strong, but relatively cheap materials, although their 

efficiency in multi-megawatt, high-speed applications is eclipsed by that of PM machine. 

Moreover, PM machine, IM, and SynRM versions of high-speed, multi-megawatt EM have 

their own relative strength and disadvantages for a variety of applications. The review has 

suggested that PM machines offers a number of advantages for multi-megawatt high-speed 

applications over the other topologies, however. These advantages include an increased 

efficiency over the others at higher speeds, as well as improved longevity and durability with 

the use of premium components. Although, it has some disadvantages, the IM topology with 

cage rotor is also capable of achieving relatively high efficiency, with one analysis showing 

a maximum efficiency of a specific IM configuration of 94% (Bucherl et al., 2008). 

However, the SynRM or PM synchronous machine (PMSM) has the advantage of 

significantly better energy efficiency in some scenarios, although the picture changes 

somewhat when considering no-load losses (Bucherl et al., 2008). Regardless, these 

topologies were found to be clearly superior to IM in energy efficiency, which can be a 

deciding factor in cost-sensitive or resource-supply-sensitive environments and applications. 

In addition, SynRM, IM, and PM machines multi-megawatt high-speed applications bring 

to the fore a number of specific challenges that must be addressed in various 

implementations. These challenges include loss, cooling, bearing, insulation, motor 

dynamics, and more. Therefore, EM designers and engineers must be cognizant of these 

challenges and design specifically for such demanding environments in order to maximize 

efficiency and longevity. These challenges, however, can be overcome through the use of 

improved materials in many cases, although this also increases the cost basis associated with 

these applications. 

Future prospects of high-speed multi-megawatt EM include the likelihood of developing 

EMs with greater performance abilities, higher efficiency, and ability to withstand extreme 

operating conditions while ensuring reliability and longevity. One advantage in this regard 

exists for PM, which has been touted for its future ability to incorporate high-end materials 
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with improved remanence and high coercivity (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015). PM machines also 

has the advantage of efficiency and minimization of loss for this envelope of high-speed 

multi-megawatt applications. In contrast, SynRMs are not as adept in this regard, and suffer 

from a relative inability to operate at the highest-possible speeds of the other motor 

topologies that are part of this review. 

A further advantage of PM machine for such applications is the prospect of even higher 

power density and torque density than is already the case because of the new PM component 

materials now in development. Further, researchers are developing a new class of PM 

topology that has distinct advantages over current PM. One variation in this regard is a design 

that places the permanent magnet to the side of the stator. This alteration is responsible for 

removing rotor containment and creating less rotor structural stress (Li and Sarlioglu, 2015, 

1578). Moreover, the problems introduced in high-speed multi-megawatt EMs by excitation 

frequency can be addressed by future design innovations as well. 
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